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A sequen e of transitions from an antiferro-type order to a phase separate state under doping away from half lling is studied within the 1D
Fali ovKimball model. Using the method of restri ted phase diagrams
the system is analyzed exa tly in the thermodynami limit. Various kinds
of ordering, in luding periodi n-mole ular phases and their mixtures are
found for a set of values of the intera tion onstant U .
PACS numbers: 05.30.Fk, 71.30.+h

Some f -ele tron ompounds exhibit unusual thermodynami and transport properties, where temperature, external magneti eld, pressure, or
doping ( hemi al pressure) indu e a transition from an insulating or semimetalli , antiferromagneti (AF) state with the f (d)-ions of integral-valen e
to a nonmagneti or ferromagneti mixed-valent metal [1℄. Competition between band ee ts and lo alization due to orrelations is expe ted to be a
main me hanism responsible for the observed anomalies. To understand the
underlying physi s, various models of highly orrelated system are urrently
a subje t of intensive studies, among whi h the 1D Fali ovKimball model
(FKM) [2℄ is one of the simplest, still nontrivial one.
The FKM, although formulated over thirty years ago, reentered in the
last de ade with a number of works reporting both rigorous theorems, exa t
and approximate numeri al results and various appli ations [3℄.
It des ribes two kinds of parti les on a periodi latti e: ele trons and
ions. The ions o upy some of the latti e sites; they don't move. The
ele trons an hope between neighboring latti e sites with the amplitude t
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(being the energy unit throughout this paper) and intera t with the ions via
on site Æ -like potential U . The Hamiltonian reads
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where i, j run over latti e sites, yi ( i ) are the ele tron reation and annihilation operators respe tively, wi is equal to 1 if site i is o upied by an ion
or 0 otherwise. Ea h ion onguration is identied by a set [wi ℄r of r values
of wi (0 or 1) for i ranging from one to the period r .
One of the hara teristi features of the phase diagram, whi h we would
like to fo us on in this report, is a presen e of two hara teristi phases for
any value of the on site intera tion parameter U [4℄:





AF-type  hessboard phase for e = i = 1=2 (e and i are the
ele tron and ion densities, respe tively), where every se ond site of
the 1D rystal is o upied by an ion and the system is an insulator.
It an be viewed as an analog of the simplest antiferromagneti state
in the Hubbard model, where spins oriented in one, say up, dire tion
o upy only one of two sublatti es.
SP  segregated phase, being the ground state for su iently low
value of e , in whi h the ele trons and the ions avoid ea h other and
reside in separate domains. This phase an be viewed as an analog of
the ferromagneti state in the Hubbard model, where spins up (here
representing by the ions) lump together, forming a ferromagneti domain.

Using the method of restri ted phase diagrams [5, 6℄, we have taken into
a ount all admissible periodi arrangements of the ions fwg, for whi h
the period r does not ex eeded 16. For ea h onguration w and a set of
intera tion onstant values U , the total energy as a fun tion of hemi al
potentials of the ele trons (e ) and ions (i ) has been determined. The
ground state ongurations obtained from the minimization pro edure and
mapped onto the plane (e ; e ) onstituted the zero temperature restri ted
phase diagram of the system in the grand anoni al ensemble. Then it was
translated to the omplementary restri ted phase diagram in the anoni al
ensemble in the (e ; i ) plane.
The al ulations have been performed for twenty values of U : 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.6, 3.0, 3.4, 3.8, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16. The
number of ground state ongurations that appear on the phase diagram
depends on U , ranging from 21 for U = 16 up to 169 for U = 0:1. Hereafter
the dis ussion is restri ted to phases dened by the onstraint e = i = .
This assumption orresponds to Sz = 0 limit in the Hubbard model.
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Results of analysis of the anoni al phase diagrams for the values of U
are shown in Fig. 1. For a large intera tion onstant U , apart from SP, only
mixtures of the empty (i = 0) and the most homogeneous periodi phases
are stable. The region where they appear is lose to the half-lling. Its width
falls to zero as U tends to innity [4℄ and the number of dierent periodi
ongurations that parti ipate in the mixtures de reases. In the limit of U
innite only the hessboard phase and other the most homogeneous phases
survive.
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram of the 1D FKM along the e
marked on the lower axis.

= e line for a set of U values

The diagram be omes mu h more ompli ated for intermediate and small
values of U , where additional families of ordered phases appear. These are
periodi ongurations (PC) other then the simplest AF-type, their two and
three omponent mixtures and mixtures of PC with the empty phase.
For U = 2:6 a new type of stru tures be omes visible: the most homogeneous hole two-mole ule ongurations [7℄. They are hara terized by a
xed to two number of neighboring empty sites. Pairs of ion holes are homogeneously distributed in unit ells. In addition, the number of ele trons
is equal to the number of hole two-mole ules in these phases. As it an be
seen in the Figure 1, there is a relatively large region of oexisten e of the 2mole ules with the empty phase. As U de reases, 3-mole ule mixtures with
the empty phase develop for lower densities, then 4-mole ule and so on.
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The diagram for intermediate U values, between 0.6 and 3.0, is espe ially
interesting. For instan e, for U = 1:0 and below the hessboard phase
( = 1=2) mixtures of periodi phases with the empty phase are present
in the following tree regions of : (0.230.33), (0.3850.4) and (0.4170.5),
separated by two areas of mixtures of periodi ongurations.
In summary, we studied the one-dimensional FK model in the thermodynami limit by the method of restri ted phase diagrams and showed in detail
how the hessboard phase evolves to the segregated phase as a fun tion of
doping. It appeared that the ground state hanges in a omplex way, espe ially for intermediate and small values of U , where ompetition between
AF-type and SP phase be omes more expressive [8℄.
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